Experimental and Numerical Study on Shear Properties of Timber-to-timber Joint Using a Dowel Reinforced with a Self-tapping Screw
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Herein, a beech wood dowel reinforced with a self-tapping screw (composite dowel in brief) is proposed. Composite dowels were welded into the predrilled holes by high speed rotation. Force-displacement curves were obtained using a single-shear and dual connection. A double-peaked pattern was found in the bearing process, indicating that the wooden dowel and the self-tapping screw had a synergistic bearing effect in the bearing process. Regarding the failure mode, the self-tapping screw and the wooden dowel were bent, whilst the default wooden dowel fractured. Further, the numerical simulation was carried out using the finite element analysis software ABAQUS, and the result differed from the test value by only 4.30%, showing a high prediction accuracy. The study of the bearing capacity of the composite dowels provides a theoretical basis for the practical application of wooden dowels reinforced by self-tapping screws.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of wood engineering composite materials, especially the structural integrated wood and the orthogonal laminated wood, self-tapping screws have been widely used in beam-column connecting joints (Chen et al. 2019). The traditional dowel joint, as a green and low-carbon connection, has also been applied in connections to some extent (Hao et al. 2020; Bui et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020). In addition, a wood welding technique proposed by Professor Pizzi in France is also used in the field of wood connection (Bocquet et al. 2007, 2017; Girardon et al. 2014; Satoshi et al. 2017).

In the field of material and joint reinforcement, self-tapping screws are widely used to control cracks of glulam and to strengthen mortise and tenon joints. Compared with glulam beams not reinforced with tapping screws, the bearing capacity of glulam beams reinforced with self-tapping screws can be increased by up to 50% (Johan et al. 2005). Another study has shown that the self-tapping screw reinforced glulam improves the modulus (Petrycki and Salem 2020). A prominent advantage of the self-tapping screw reinforcement is its ability to increase ductility, realizing a relatively safe failure mode. Self-tapping screws with local threads may not significantly improve strength, but they can improve ductility, especially for glulam with cracks. A high level of ductility signifies a failure mode with less brittle failure characteristics (Zhang et al. 2019a,b). Self-tapping screws can also be used to improve the compressive bearing capacity of glulam. The length,
number, and arrangement of self-tapping screws are verified to generate a profound impact on the failure mode and the bearing capacity (Tang et al. 2021).

Wood welding refers to the transfer of heat from wood material to wood cells through frictional heat generation under certain external forces. It results in the softening and fusion of lignin and hemicellulose, the formation of a cross-networking lattice structure in the interface, and finally glue-free bonding after cooling and curing. The structural strength and stiffness of solid wood welded with dowels are better than that of perforated joints. The properties of the welded joints were influenced by rotation speed, inserting speed, and the diameters of the wood dowel and predrilled holes. According to the studies of Leban et al. (2008) and Kanazawa et al. (2005), the best welded parameters were rotation speed 1500 and 1800 rpm, inserting speed 10 to 15 mm/min, and the ratio of wood dowel and predrilled hole 0.8 (Kanazawa et al. 2005; Leban et al. 2008). Its connecting performance is comparable to that of joints with dowels coated with the glued surface (Segovia and Pizzi 2009). The crisscrossed laminates are by round dowels connected to 4×4 m wooden plates via rotary welding. A relatively larger stiffness is thereby obtained using fewer wood laminates (Bocquet et al. 2007). The wood welded by inclined dowels can be used indoors because it has good dry strength, but it cannot be used outdoors, which can be attributed to a reduced wet strength (Omrani et al. 2007). In the case of mortise and tenon joints commonly used in furniture, it is found that the same strength can be achieved by welding multiple round dowels. Besides, a higher joint strength can be obtained by combining multiple round dowels with welding (Mougel et al. 2011).

Based on the advantages of self-tapping screws and wood welding, a composite dowel consisting of beech and tapping screw is proposed. The composite dowel was welded into the predrilled hole by high speed rotation. In the pre-experiment, it was found that during the welding of dowel, a large torsional force was generated due to the high rotational speed of the dowel into the pre-drill hole. It was easy to cause the fracture of the dowel, especially when the insertion depth reached 70 mm or more (Zhu et al. 2017, 2018). Liu et al. (2019) found that the compressed wood could be used for the wooden dowel to reduce the probability of the dowel breaking in the welding process, and to improve the tensile strength of the welded joints. It was shown that the usage of beech having no imperfections, high strength, and high stability reduced the probability of breaking during the welding. Meanwhile, the special structure of the beech dowel embedded self-tapping screws can be used to form a composite dowel.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Materials**

The laminates were made of spruce-pine-fir (SPF) imported from North America. The wood was grade 2 material with a cross-section of 38×89 mm. The average density was 495 kg/m³ and the moisture content was 9.7%. The self-tapping screw had a galvanized surface and was 5.2 mm in diameter and 70 mm in length. The beech dowel was 12 mm in diameter, 100 mm in length, 2% in moisture content, and 703 kg/m³ in average density. The tapping screws were provided by Shanghai Meigu Handwei Hardware Company. The SPF and Zelkova dowels were provided by Suzhou Kunlun Lvjian Wood Structure Technology Company.
Experimental Design

Typical testing equipment employed in the work was as follows: cross-cut saw, microcomputer-controlled electronic universal mechanical testing machine with a maximum force of 100 kN, claw hammer, electric hand drill, bench drill, etc. The composite dowel was made of the beech dowel and the self-tapping screw, with the following processing steps.

1. The beech dowel and self-tapping screws were used, where the beech dowel had a diameter of 12 mm and a length of 70 mm.
2. The beech dowel was clamped vertically by means of a clamping device. A pre-drilled hole with a diameter of 3 mm and a depth of 70 mm was set in the center of the beech dowel with a table drill.
3. By means of an electric hand drill, a self-tapping screw was screwed into the pre-drilled hole in the center of the beech dowel center to form the composite dowel.
4. A pre-drilling hole with a diameter of 10 mm and a depth of 70 mm was set in the member.
5. Then composite dowel was then screwed into the pre-drilling hole in the member by means of an electric hand drill for the purpose of connection.

An example of the composite dowel is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Composite dowel

Fig. 2. Connection mode

In order to study the shear strength of the joint connected by the composite dowel, a single shear specimen was prepared with two lumber pieces connected with a single composite dowel, where the end distance is 50 mm and the side distance was 44.5 mm (Fig. 2). Regarding the composite dowel, a pre-drilling hole with a diameter of 10 mm was set in advance in the member to a depth of 70 mm. The table drill was then frictionally screwed into the member at a high speed of 1500 rpm with a feed rate of 10 mm/min (Bocquet et al. 2007, 2017), and three specimens are processed with this connection method (Fig. 3). The loading speed of the specimen was 5 mm/min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Shear Performance and Failure Mode

Combined with the initial stiffness analysis, it was found that the initial stiffness of the composite dowel was large, with its shear properties shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Shear Properties of Composite Dowel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Load (kN)</th>
<th>Yield Load (kN)</th>
<th>Ultimate Load (kN)</th>
<th>Initial Stiffness (kN-mm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Final Deformation (mm)</th>
<th>Ductility Coefficient</th>
<th>Energy Dissipation (kN-mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.230 (0.272)</td>
<td>2.051 (0.303)</td>
<td>3.641 (0.092)</td>
<td>0.877 (0.180)</td>
<td>20.940 (3.034)</td>
<td>5.009 (1.064)</td>
<td>68.309 (8.966)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Standard deviation in brackets

A simple shearing test at the loading rate of 5 mm/min was used to obtain the force-displacement curve, as shown in Fig. 4. The maximum single shear load of the composite dowel joint member reached 4.23 kN, which was higher than the 2.977 kN of the joint connected by the default wood dowel. As shown in Fig. 4, there were two maximum peaks in the bearing capacity of the composite dowel joint members. The first maximum peak is the maximum load at the displacement 6-7 mm, while the second maximum peak reaches 3.7kN at the displacement 17-18mm. According to the previous study, the first maximum peak was similar to the force of wood dowel with diameter 12 mm, and the second maximum peak was similar to the force of self-tapping screw with diameter 5.2 mm.

When the single shear bearing capacity of the member reaches the first maximum value, there is no significant deformation of the joint. The slight sound of wood tearing is observed because of the shear tearing of the beech dowel under the small deformation of the joint during the load bearing process (Gao et al. 2019). However, due to the high
toughness of the embedded self-tapping screw, like the supporting role of steel bars in concrete (Yang et al. 2021), the beech dowel does not break completely or damage extensively. As the deformation continues to increase, the single shear bearing capacity of the member shows a declining stage. The bearing capacity of the beech dowel gradually decreases, while the tapping screws fail to fully exert their bearing capacity. With the further increase of deformation, the wall of the connection holes, the beech dowel, and the tapping screw reach a tight connection, and the bearing capacity tends to increase. Finally, when the second maximum value is reached, the self-tapping screw makes the maximum contribution to the bearing capacity of the joint. Meanwhile, as the dowel does not break completely, it still acts as a peripheral protection against large deformations of the self-tapping screws. However, after the second maximum value is reached, the load-bearing capacity of the joint decreases rapidly as the composite dowel breaks completely or is pulled out.

The final deformation indicates the displacement value when the load of the member drops to 80% of the maximum load. The final deformation of the composite dowel joint member is 20.987 mm. By Fig. 5, when the composite dowel joint member reaches the second maximum value, the self-tapping screw is subjected to a large load in advance due to the synergistic action of the combination of the tapping screws and the beech dowel. The joint dowel at this time is fractured or pulled out.

![Fig. 4. Force displacement curve](image1)

![Fig. 5. Failure pattern of composite dowel joint member](image2)
Finite Element Analysis

By means of modeling, the stress and deformation of the composite dowel under the action of single shear were analyzed. Simulation results were then compared with the experimental results to better analyze the stress characteristics of the joint mode.

(1) Creation of model components

In the modeling process, units should be unified at first. The unit system used in the simulation of length, force, density, stress, and time is mm, N, t/mm³(10¹²), N/mm², and s. Then, the three-dimensional model of each node component is created in the component module (Fig. 6), and the SPF specification material, self-tapping screw, and beech dowel are all set as deformable entities. Graphics are drawn on the two-dimensional interface in advance, and the length values are input to complete the three-dimensional model. The components with dowel holes are set. When creating self-tapping screws, the threads are ignored to increase the friction coefficient. The self-tapping screw is simplified to improve the convergence of the simulation (Hu et al. 2022a).

![Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of component in finite element analysis (a) SPF (b) Beech (c) Tapping Screws](image-url)
(2) Defining material attributes

1) SPF specification material

The relationship between the longitudinal and transverse components of the wood is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The $f_t$ and $f_c$ parameters are the tensile and compressive ultimate strengths of wood, respectively. The $\varepsilon_{tu}$, $\varepsilon_0$, and $\varepsilon_{cu}$ symbols indicate the tensile limit strain, compressive yield strain, and compressive limit strain of the wood along the grain, respectively. The $f_c'$ and $f_{cu}'$ parameters are the compressive yield strength and the compressive ultimate strength of wood stripes, respectively. The $\varepsilon_0'$ and $\varepsilon_{cu}'$ quantities are the compressive yield strain and ultimate strain of the wood along the transverse grain of wood, respectively.

Wood is an anisotropic material with complex mechanical properties, showing linear elasticity under low loads and plasticity under high loads. The varied stress directions in the wood lead to different forms of failure, viz. brittle failure by the tensile action and plastic failure in the compression. The elasticity and plasticity of wood thereby should be defined separately.

Regarding the material properties module, there are a number of elasticity types, including isotropy, anisotropy, engineering constants, etc. In this simulation, the orthogonal anisotropy of the wood is defined by the specified engineering constants. There are 9 model parameters to define the orthogonal anisotropy of the wood, including elasticity moduli $E_1$, $E_2$, and $E_3$ in three directions, three shear moduli $G_{12}$, $G_{13}$, and $G_{23}$, and three Poisson ratios of $\nu_{12}$, $\nu_{13}$, and $\nu_{23}$. As per the material property test, the longitudinal elastic modulus of the material with SPF specification is 5809 MPa, and the remaining elastic modulus and shear modulus can be converted by the proportional equation, as shown in Tab. 2, where subscripts 1, 2, and 3 respectively represent the longitudinal, radial, and chordal directions of the wood (Fig. 9). Poisson's ratios of the SPF component are recommended to be set as $\nu_{12}=0.3$, $\nu_{13}=0.42$, and $\nu_{23}=0.30$ (David et al. 2008).
Table 2. Model Parameters of SPF Specification Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_1$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_2$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_3$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$V_{12}$</th>
<th>$V_{13}$</th>
<th>$V_{23}$</th>
<th>$G_{12}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{13}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{23}$ (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5809</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Parameters of the Beech Dowel Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_1$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_2$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_3$(GPa)</th>
<th>$V_{12}$</th>
<th>$V_{13}$</th>
<th>$V_{23}$</th>
<th>$G_{12}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{13}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{23}$ (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12567</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of wood

Plasticity is the property of a material to deform permanently under the external load. Wood is a kind of anisotropic and viscoelastic material. Under the action of tension, it shows a brittle failure with no plastic deformation. When wood is subjected to the compression, linear elastic characteristics appear in the initial stage of loading. With the increase of load, nonlinear characteristics begin to appear, showing a certain degree of plasticity. In ABAQUS, the plasticity of wood can be defined by a self-defined yield stress value ($\sigma^0$) and six anisotropic yield pressure ratios ($R_{11}, R_{22}, R_{33}, R_{12}, R_{13}, R_{23}$). The yield pressure ratios are taken as Eq. 1 (Chen et al. 2011).

$$R_{11} = \frac{\sigma_{11}^0}{\sigma^0}, \quad R_{22} = \frac{\sigma_{22}^0}{\sigma^0}, \quad R_{33} = \frac{\sigma_{33}^0}{\sigma^0}, \quad R_{12} = \frac{\sigma_{12}^0}{\sigma^0}, \quad R_{13} = \frac{\sigma_{13}^0}{\sigma^0}, \quad R_{23} = \frac{\sigma_{23}^0}{\sigma^0}$$

(1)

where $\sigma_{ij}^0$ ($i, j=1, 2, 3$) indicates the measured yield stress, $\tau^0 = \sigma^0/\sqrt{3}$.

$$L = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{R_{22}^2} + \frac{1}{R_{33}^2} \right) - \frac{1}{R_{11}^2}; \quad M = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{R_{11}^2} + \frac{1}{R_{33}^2} - \frac{1}{R_{22}^2} \right); \quad N = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{R_{11}^2} + \frac{1}{R_{22}^2} - \frac{1}{R_{33}^2} \right)$$

(2)

In Eq. 2, $L, M,$ and $N$ indicate the material constants.

According to the results of wood property tests, the plastic yield coefficient of the wood can be obtained by combining the above equations. Besides, the Hill yield criterion can only be met when the calculated results are positive.

2) Beech dowel

Based on the material property test and literature references (Hu et al. 2022b), the data in Table 3 were obtained as follows.
3) Self-tapping screw

The self-tapping screw is simplified into an ideal elastic-plastic entity. Its stress-strain relationship is shown in Fig.10, where \( f_y \) is the yield strength of steel, taking 550 MPa. The value of \( \varepsilon_0 \) is 0.29\%, and the Poisson's ratio is set as 0.3.

![Stress-strain relationship of tapping screw](image)

**Fig. 10.** Stress-strain relationship of tapping screw

(3) **Assemble components and define analysis steps**

In the module of assembling, components are respectively imported and connected into a whole by means of rotation, translation, array, and a series of other tools, as shown in Fig. 11.

![Assembly model drawing](image)

**Fig. 11.** Assembly model drawing: (a) composite dowel, (b) Single shear specimen

When setting up the analysis step, the whole process is divided into two steps. In the first step, gravity is applied to the entire assembly and pressure is applied to the upper column end of the assembly. In the second step, a displacement is applied at the beam end, depending on the exact process of the monotonic loading test. In the analysis module, it is to select the type of "static, general analysis". When editing incremental steps, the maximum number of incremental steps is set as 10000, the initial incremental step is set as 0.01, the minimum incremental step is set as \( 10^{-5} \), and the maximum incremental step is set as 0.5.
(4) Interaction and load boundary setting

The interaction modules have common contact and constraint functions. Contact occurs between surfaces, including the contact between SPF materials, the contact between SPF materials and tapping screws, the contact between SPF materials and the beech dowel, and the contact between the beech dowel and tapping screws. The contact in this model uses a "surface to surface contact", with contact attributes containing tangential action and normal action. The tangential action mainly considers the coefficient of friction, whilst the normal action defines the contact as a "hard contact". A reference point is drawn on the loading point of the SPF gauge material. The reference point is coupled to the surface of the gauge material.

The loading mode for this test is monotone displacement loading. In the boundary conditions, a fixed end constraint is established when testing the SPF specifications. The displacement load at the coupling point in the test direction is set during the analysis.

(5) Division of cell grid

To accurately and effectively simulate the force and deformation under loading, the entities of SPF specification wood, beech dowel, and self-tapping screws are meshed into grids, mainly using the hexahedral element C3D8I. There are three meshes in ABAQUS, which are respectively the structure optimization mesh, the sweep mesh, and the free mesh. When dividing complex structures, they are divided into regular geometries at first. Entities that cannot be divided by the grid partitioning are then swept. The grid division of each component is shown in Fig. 12.

![Grid division diagram](image)

**Fig. 12.** Grid division diagram; SPF (a), Tapping screw (b), Beech dowel (c), and single shear Specimen (d)
(6) Analysis and comparison of results

**Fig. 13.** Deformation cloud image; SPF (a), Beech (b), Tapping Screw (c) and single shear specimen (d)

**Fig. 14.** Comparison of experimental and simulated shear capacity
The findings show that the joint members of the composite dowel have a good energy dissipation capacity. The composite dowels thereby can be applied to the common joint field of wood structure buildings. The deformation cloud map of each component, and the comparison and analysis of the simulated and experimental bearing capacity-displacement curve of the single shear component are presented. It simulates the reaming effect around the hole of the SPF material in the test process. During the first half of the loading, a good consistency is observed between the simulated value and the test value. However, unlike the joint failure mode in the test, the constitutive model of wood cannot directly simulate the formation and development of cracks. The simulation thereby shows no damage to the wood frame, and no first maximum peak value caused by the local failure of the beech dowel in the early stage. It makes the plastic properties obtained by the finite element simulation better than the experimental results. The maximum bearing capacity of the single shear specimen obtained by simulation is 4.447 kN, which differs from the test value of 4.23 kN by 4.30%, showing a good prediction accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Herein, a composite dowel prepared from beech wood and self-tapping screws is proposed. The study results showed that the joint members of the composite dowel had a good energy dissipation capacity.

2. Force-displacement curves were obtained using a single-shear approach. A double-peaked pattern was found in the bearing process, indicating that the wooden dowel and the self-tapping screw had a synergistic bearing effect. The ductility of the joint connected by composite dowel was attributable to the contribution of self tapping screw.

3. The numerical simulation was carried out using the finite element analysis software ABAQUS, and the result differed from the test value by only 4.30%, showing a high prediction accuracy. Due to the inability of the constitutive model of wood to directly simulate the formation and development of cracks, there was no failure phenomenon in the wood components. Therefore, the first maximum peak caused by local failure of the beech dowels in the early stage did not occur, which also resulted in better plastic properties obtained from finite element simulation than test results.

4. The study of the bearing capacity of composite dowels provides a theoretical basis for the practical application of composite dowels.
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